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Editor’s Note
Cover photo: Echinacea purpurea
‘Eastern purple coneflower’

Barbara Clare

Echinacea comes from
the Greek word echinos
meaning hedgehog in
reference to the flower’s
spiny center cone.
Echinacea purpurea,
commonly called purple
coneflower, is a coarse,
rough-hairy, herbaceous
perennial that is native
here. It typically grows to
2-4' tall and 5” diameter.
Showy, daisy-like, purple
coneflowers bloom
throughout the summer
atop stiff stems clad with
coarse, ovate to broad-

lanceolate, dark green
leaves.
Easily grown in average,
dry to medium, welldrained soil in full sun to
part shade. Best in full sun.
An adaptable plant that is
tolerant of drought, heat,
humidity and poor soil.
Divide clumps when they
become overcrowded
(about every 4 years).
Plants usually rebloom
without deadheading,
however prompt removal of
spent flowers improves

general appearance. Freely
self-seeds if at least some
of the seed heads are left
in place.

THANK

YOU

Ty Elliott, Vicki Scott,
Sue Tiedeman,
Daphne McLeod,
Anne Montgomery,
Char Thomann,
Jinny Marino
and Betsy Nininger
for your contributions
to this issue.
〜～ Barbara

From Our President

I recently went on the Piedmont
Trail Rededication Walk at NCBG
guided by Ken Moore, NCBG’s first
employee. First dedicated 50
years ago on April 10, 1966, the
trail begins behind the classroom
building and outside the fence.
We hiked the trail to Elephant
Rock and down to the Catawba
Rhododendron bluff along Morgan
Creek. Yes, native Rhododendrons
are here in the Piedmont. This
area, now called Hunt Arboretum,
is named after William Lanier
Hunt. Mr. Hunt was born to a
family of gardeners. His bio says
he “arrived in Chapel Hill as a
student in 1927 with two truck

Char
Thomann

loads of plants.” (Hmm….kindred
spirits, I arrived at college with a
pothos and a snake plant.)
Mr. Hunt became a well-traveled
and highly regarded horticulturist.
He did what he could to preserve
our local wild places, slowly
acquiring 100 acres in the Laurel
Hill area along Morgan Creek. For
years he gardened in this Laurel

Hill area and not just with native
plants. He loved all plants. Much
to the dismay of our guide, one
will find cyclamen, hellebores,
day lilies, drifts of daffodils and
other ornamentals here. Keeping
in mind W.C. Coker’s and H.B
Totten’s vision of a botanical
garden in the South, he donated
the Laurel Hill acreage, and along
with other land designated by the
UNC Trustees, NCBG took shape.
On the walk we heard stories of
the pioneers of the Botanical
Garden — Mr. Hunt, Dr. Coker, Dr.
Totten, Dr. Bell. Ken Moore tells a
good story!
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From Our President, cont.
As residents of Chapel Hill we are the beneficiaries of
those who had the vision to preserve green space in
our community and establish and expand the
Botanical Garden.
This past year we worked so hard on our Garden
Tour! We did it not only to fund our community
outreach programs, but also to make a significant
contribution to NCBGB, thereby doing our part to

support their vision. I imagine our first President,
Josephine Pritchard, founding member Addie Totten

and other club members were acquainted with
those early conservation pioneers and as Garden
Club members did their part to preserve Chapel
Hill’s natural history. I’m sure they would be proud
of what we are doing to contribute to our
community in 2016.
Thank you all for a great year!
~ Char

Notes from Char
Thank you all for helping with the tour and placing
advertisement signs throughout our town and surrounding areas.
NOW is the time to pick up those signs and stakes and return
at the next General Meeting on Tuesday, May 24.
Please note this date is NOT the last Tuesday of the month.
We will reuse the stakes for the next tour.
Beth Haskell will take all tour signs and recycle them into use
for the Robotics Club that her family helps coach. She will be at
the picnic on June 7 if you can't make the meeting on the 24th.
Thanks Beth!
If you have questions, please contact Mary Arnold, Sign Chair.
Also please bring in acrylic postcard holders and any other
garden signs you might have.
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Events Calendar
May
24

Club Meeting: Color & Geometry in the Garden. 9:30 am

June
7

Annual Spring Picnic. Home of Barbara Clare. 11 am

Please welcome our new members

L to R: Victoria Small, and (far right) Connie Perotti with Jane Lamm.
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Club Events
COLOR & GEOMETRY IN THE GARDEN
TUESDAY, MAY 24
10 AM
NCBG REEVES AUDITORIUM
Featuring
Jan Little

What 3 colors
do you
most frequently wear?

Jan Little, Director of Education and Public Programs at Duke Gardens,
will show us how to make better use color and geometry as design tools
and create a garden that realizes your garden dreams more completely.
Specific ideas include how to use color and light in the garden, the
proportions that are universally appealing and using both tools in all
three dimensions.
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Club Events
Hat
Contest

Our Annual
Spring Picnic

Adorn yourself
in a fanciful hat.
You may WIN
1 of 3 prizes!

Tuesday, June 7, 2016
11 am — 1 pm
Home of Barbara Clare
4003 Oak Hill Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

PLEASE BRING a salad to serve six
along with serving utensils.
Cold drinks & strawberries
will be provided.

Plant Swap
Bring a plant to swap.
Before you leave,
stop by the plant table
& choose a plant to
take home.

☔
If it rains,
we will gather at NCBG.
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2016 Tour:

Thank YOU

!

Your gifts of commitment, talents and energy
made the Tour a record-breaking SUCCESS.
Many thanks to all who participated as volunteers for this year’s Chapel Hill
Garden Tour.
The Tour was a financial success, but final individual gifts to our beneficiaries
have not yet been determined. Over 93% of tickets were sold in advance of
the Tour weekend, which was fortunate because the weather was a tad rainy,
especially Sunday. Record ad sales contributed significantly and about 1350
tickets were sold.
Approximately 600, or 45% of tickets, were sold online, six times the amount
of online sales in 2014. The shift to banners and yard signs and away from buying
ads in magazines and newspapers was effective and lower cost. Publicity was extremely
strong with favorable, well-timed articles in the Raleigh News & Observer, Chapel Hill
News and the Durham Herald Sun. There were also two radio spots.
Time to start planning for 2018!

~ Ty

Ty Elliott
receiving
our Club’s
Tour
Chair gift a sterling
silver
dogwood
pin.

Rain did not deter our Tour goers. Here they are, umbrellas in hand, at the
Fitch-Sweet Garden.
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Club News
Floral Designs from the recent State Meeting
See Jane Lamm’s Exhibition Table in the photo below Left. Her class was “Celebration” and
she interpreted The Fourth Of July.
The Exhibition Table is not a functional table, in other words it is not a table one could sit at
and eat, but rather it must just give the impression of dining.
It is judged as a complete design and must have Balance, Rhythm, Contrast and everything
within it must be in Scale. Proportion to the overall space must be pleasing.
Congratulations to Jane for earning a very high Second Place award!

Middle & Right: Florals designs in class “Dance to the Music” by Jinny Marino and Betsy Nininger.

Horseshoe in the Dogwood
417 St. Mary’s Road
Hillsborough, NC 27278

Sunday, May 22
12:30 — 4 pm
rain or shine
Stroll around these beautiful English Country Gardens and be drawn into their romantic style and charm.
The gardens feature an award-winning collection of iris, peonies, and lovely perennials and beautiful shrubbery.

Tickets are $7. EXACT CASH ONLY. Call 919.732.1288 to make a reservation.
Park either on Miller Road (both sides) OR
Food Lion: cross at the light and walk up 2 houses to 417 St. Mary's Road, about 30 feet.
Children must be monitored and not permitted to roam about the gardens.
Please stay on paths. No flower picking, please.
Service dogs welcome. No pets allowed.
Garden is not suitable for wheel chairs or walkers; we are sorry.
Buses welcome by appointment.
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Club News
Year End Note from our FAB Floral Design Teacher, Betsy
I LOVE
QUESTIONS
so don't hesitate
to ask !

The Flower Design Workshops ended a great year of learning with lots of fun and beautiful flower
arrangements to go with that fun. I am extremely proud of all who participated in both the beginner
workshop and in the more advanced Workshop Two. I now see a need for some sort of new workshop
so that this more advanced group can continue, perhaps not as much structure nor as many sessions
but enough to continue the learning.
In addition to these we will offer three workshops to include ALL of the Design Types which will be in
the small flower show that we expect to hold next Spring. All of the Show Workshops will be open to
the complete membership regardless of your intention to enter the show.

September is the time to sign up for any of the Workshops so be sure and come to our first
general meeting where you can do just that.
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Club News
Community Projects:
The Hummingbird Garden & The Downtown Planter
The Ronald McDonald House of Chapel Hill was built in 1989 with 29 rooms to serve as a home away from
home for families of children being treated at UNC Hospital. The need for more rooms grew and in November
2015, the House opened 29 additional guest rooms, bringing the overall guest room total to 53.
Shelley Day, the director of the House, contacted our Club to adopt one of the gardens. We answered the
call and named it the Hummingbird Garden.
Three of our members, Susan Hausmann, Sally Wall and Marianne McAuley and their enthusiastic husbands,
have undertaken to fill this garden with plants enjoyed by birds and butterflies. They have worked lovingly
to make this area a thing of beauty.

The Hummingbird Garden Crew: L to R: Vicki Scott, Judy Branson, Anna DeConti, Susan
Hausmann, Marianne McAuley, David McAuley, Sue Tiedeman and John Hausman.

The Downtown Planter
Linda Rodriguez, head of this project,
has ensured that this planter has been
watered the last six years. That’s dedication!
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Planet Botanic
Plant Artemisia to Deter Slugs
https://www.localgardener.net

Most artemisias are pretty plants with the added
benefit of deterring slugs. The silver-grey leaves
really stand out and they are not fussy about the
kind of soil they’re in. There are about 300
varieties of artemisia and most of them are good
at warding off many insects, including slugs and
cabbage worms, in the garden. Artemisia will
grow in drought areas and most varieties love
the sun, so look for a shadetolerant variety to keep slugs at
bay.
Artemisia stelleriana ‘Silver
Brocade’ is both shade-tolerant
and very attractive with lacy
silver leaves. Another attractive
artemisia is 'Silver mound', which
is easily distinguished by its finecut leaves; most wormwoods
have broader leaves. Tarragon, a
staple in the French herb
garden, is another artemisia.
The best variety to deter slugs
and cabbage moths is Artemisia

absinthium. This species is commonly called
wormwood, owing to its historical use as a
medicinal agent to get rid of intestinal worms. It
also became known as a substance to drive you
off your sanity; Artemisia absinthium is a key
ingredient in the controversial drink absinthe,
which was so favoured by bohemians like the
post-impressionist painters, Vincent van Gogh
and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec
in the late 19th and early
20th centuries. Believed at
the turn of the century to be
a hallucinogenic, it was
banned in several countries.
The drink has made a
comeback in recent years
among the martini classes
looking for danger; it is not,
however, hallucinogenic and
has no more psychoactive
properties than any other
kind of alcohol.

Artemisia stelleriana ‘Silver Brocade’
Artemisia absinthium is very
bitter and has pungent, aromatic
leaves. This is a low growing-plant
with grey-green leaves. Although
it is a native of the
Mediterranean, it has since
naturalized in Canada and you can
find it both growing wild and at
most garden centers.

Handy Tip
My Master Gardener
friend Diana has
figured out that when
her rain gauge hits
3 inches, it’s time to
spray her ‘deer buffet’
plants.
Artemisia absinthium
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Go Outside
Bluebird Nesting
Anne Montgomery
(wasps frequently harm baby birds). Then
in late March and early April we visit again
to check for the telltale signs of BB
occupation: wisps of pine needles poking
out of door cracks. BBs always use pine
needles.
We knock politely and open
the box for visual inspection.
Sheer joy is seeing a BB nest
being built. (Other cavity
dwellers such as chickadees or
sparrows frequently use BB
nest boxes.)

Spring

is a special time of

year for all of us who garden as
we look forward to greeting
daffodils, tulips and crocus. For
bluebird lovers, the biggest thrill
is realizing that a pair of the
beauties have chosen one of your
nest boxes to raise a family, or
two or three. They routinely rear
one clutch, then a second, and
sometimes a third.
My friend Beverly and I tend a BB “trail”,
a series of nest boxes at least 300 yards
apart. In fall, we visit our boxes to
remove all nest material, perform
maintenance, and repair weather
damage. The boxes are frequently used as
shelter during bad weather.
Early each calendar year, we visit again to
check for winter damage to nest boxes
and scrub the entire interior with a bar of
Ivory soap to discourage wasps from using
our cozy boxes as nest sites. Bluebirds
will not use a box occupied by wasps

Chickadees are darling song birds; their
nests contain no pine needles but do
contain some moss, which makes a soft,
cozy nest for their babies. They brood
only once each year, then abandon the
nest.
Sparrows are very aggressive and attack
bluebirds, even killing adults and babies
in order to take possession of the nest
box. Sad to say, we have found adults and
baby blue birds that have been attacked
in the box and pecked to death. Because
sparrows are non-native and so menacing
for BBs, we have typically removed and
destroyed their nests.
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Go Outside
BLUEBIRDS, CONT.
More recently, Beverly is taking
part in a research study being
performed by an NC State
professor with the Museum of
Natural History. The nest is left
intact, but eggs are removed
and replaced with realistic
wooden eggs.The real eggs are
sent to the Museum for a study
project. With one year of use,
this method has proven to be a
humane and effective way to
discourage sparrows. The boxes
that were occupied last year by
sparrows with wooden eggs have
been unmolested this year and
are occupied by BBs.
Despite our use of baffles and
other deterrents, a hungry black
snake will make its way into a
box and consume eggs, babies
and occasionally an adult.This
occurs infrequently and we
unhappily respect the natural
order.
The other, and perhaps even
more fierce and tenacious
competition for blue bird nest
boxes comes from the recent
influx of tree swallows.A

presentation by an Appalachian
State University professor
suggests this problem will

Success! Anne Montgomery holds the nest
of bluebirds eggs from her bluebird house.

incubated and are due to hatch.
We also know about when the
babies are due to fledge.
It is another special treat to
observe two parents feeding
babies, and later “talking”
them into taking that very
frightening leap from the box
into the big wide world.
Parents continue to feed and
train the babies for some
three to four weeks, then
send them off on their own.
At this point, we remove the
used nest and clean the box
for new nest building and the
cycle repeats.

exacerbate, and little is known
about how to deal with the
problem. We can only hope that
some wooden eggs might work
here too.
We keep detailed field notes
and chart all activity for each
box, so we know within a few
days when eggs are laid,

Here’s Anna Berry’s remedy for
snakes. She says you can attach
the netting higher on the pole
if you want to protect
chipmunks and other small
critters from getting entangled.

Friend Beverly is an officer in
the North Carolina Bluebird
Society (and so is our own Chris
Williamson). We would be happy
to share informational
brochures. Also recommended
are two websites:
ncbluebird.com
sialis.org

⤴
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Go Outside
The Lost Gardens of Emily Dickinson
Feris Jabr May 13, 2016
nytimes.com

L: Fritillaria meleagris, a perennial in bloom at the Homestead, the property that belonged to the family of Emily
Dickinson. R: Emily Dickinson, 1830 — 1886.

Some keep the Sabbath going to Church –
I keep it, staying at Home –
With a Bobolink for a Chorister –
And an Orchard, for a Dome
— Emily Dickinson

That orchard was real:

a medley of apple, pear, plum and cherry trees tended by the

Dickinson family during their lifetimes. Over the decades, subsequent owners of the Dickinson
house, known as the Homestead, removed the orchard, replaced extensive flower and vegetable
gardens with lawn, and even installed a tennis court; and a devastating hurricane in 1938 damaged
the grounds.
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Go Outside
THE LOST GARDENS CONT.

This spring, however, the Emily Dickinson Museum has brought the poet’s beloved orchard back to
life, planting a small grove of heirloom apples and pears grown by the Dickinsons — Baldwins,
Westfield Seek-No-Furthers, Winter Nelis — on a sunny corner of the property near Triangle Street in
Amherst, Mass.
The resurrected orchard is the latest development in a longstanding effort to return the Dickinson
estate to its 19th-century splendor. Excavations of the grounds surrounding the house have been
conducted for several years and will resume this summer.
Last summer, as the purple-tipped spears of irises unsheathed themselves and nasturtiums flaunted
trumpets of fire, a team of archaeologists excavated another one of Dickinson’s gardens near the
southeastern corner of the house. They used neon pink string to mark out squares and rectangles
the size of coffee tables. Then, shovels and trowels in hand, they began to remove layers of grass
and dirt within the outlined spaces.

“Her home and her gardens these places were her poetic laboratory.”
The Poet’s Own Collection.
MS Am 1118.11.
Houghton Library,
Harvard University.

SEE Slide show: http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/17/science/
emily-dickinson-lost-gardens.html?smprod=nytcoreiphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share&_r=0

Over the past two years, the team has uncovered and analyzed the foundation of what was once a small
conservatory. As the researchers dug, they encountered a narrow trench that had been filled with large flat,
fieldstones, said the team leader, Kerry Lynch of Archaeological Services at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. Beside the trench were a few patches of rubble and fragments of granite. The granite crumbs
matched larger slabs stored in a nearby garage, the purpose of which had long been a mystery: It turns out
the stored granite once formed a handsome pedestal that kept the conservatory level with the main house.
Granite was also likely to have been used to make a series of steps leading to the lawn and an adjacent
patio for airing plants in warm weather. Records show that Edward Dickinson built the greenhouse in 1855
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Go Outside
THE LOST GARDENS CONT.
for his daughters Emily and Lavinia. Emily transformed the long-windowed room into a year-round garden
where ferns unfurled their feathers, the perfumes of gardenias and jasmine sweetened the air, and fuchsia,
carnations and “inland buttercups” bloomed alongside “heliotropes by the aprons full.”
Later homeowners tore it down in 1916 — 30 years after the poet died. (Sunday will mark the 130th
anniversary of her death.) Now, the Emily Dickinson Museum, which consists primarily of the Homestead and
the Evergreens, the neighboring home of Emily’s brother and sister-in-law, is preparing to completely
restore the conservatory, plants and all. If all goes as planned, the museum will finish rebuilding the
greenhouse, using as many of the original materials as possible, by the end of the year.
These may seem like trivial improvements. They are not. The restoration of the Homestead’s greenhouse
and backyard revives a less well known yet crucial fact about Dickinson: In addition to being a poet, she was
an amateur naturalist and a renowned gardener with a considerable knowledge of botany. “During her
lifetime, Emily Dickinson was known more widely as a gardener, perhaps, than as a poet,” the literary
scholar Judith Farr wrote in “The Gardens of Emily Dickinson.” But Dickinson’s two chief vocations were
inextricable: Her passion for all things botanical is essential for a complete understanding of her personality,
spirituality and verse.
“It’s about trying to understand what her personal, physical world was like, juxtaposed to her immense
universe of thought and imagination,” said Jane Wald, executive director of the museum. “All that
creativity and keen observation happened right here. Her home and gardens — these places were her poetic
laboratory.”
Dickinson adored the plant kingdom from a young age. She recalled going on “rambles” through the woods
in her teenage years and finding many “beautiful children of spring,” her epithet for wildflowers like
trailing arbutus, adder’s tongue and yellow violets. In her youth, she began composing a book — not of
poems, but of plants. She meticulously dried and flattened a wide range of species — chestnut, dogwood,
poppies, lilac, nasturtiums, even a couple of algae — and artfully fixed them to paper, christening many
with the appropriate Latin names.
“Have you made an herbarium yet?” she wrote to her friend Abiah Root. “I hope you will if you have not, it
would be such a treasure to you.” Eventually, her collection contained more than 400 plants. Around the
same time, while at Amherst Academy, Dickinson studied botany.
From her 30s on, Dickinson spent most of her time in and around her family’s sizable property, where she
could wander over several acres of meadow, admire pines, oaks and elms, and help tend the orchard.
Martha Dickinson Bianchi, the poet’s niece, recalled grape trellises, honeysuckle arbors, a summer house
thatched with roses, and long flower beds with “a mass of meandering blooms” — daffodils, hyacinths,
chrysanthemums, marigolds, peonies, bleeding heart and lilies, depending on the season. The Dickinsons
also grew Greville roses, which open with a shout of purple and fade to a whisper of pink, and cinnamon or
love-for-a-day roses, which “flare and fall between sunrise and sunset,” according to Bianchi. When
autumn’s final flowers and showers of spicy foliage disappeared beneath a cloak of snow, Dickinson
continued gardening in her glass bubble of perpetual summer.
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Go Outside
THE LOST GARDENS CONT.
Dickinson’s expertise in botany and gardening profoundly shaped her poetry. As Farr wrote, her gardens
“often provided her with the narratives, tropes, and imagery she required.” In her 1,789 poems, Dickinson
refers to plants nearly 600 times and names more than 80 varieties, sometimes by genus or species. In her
more than 350 references to flowers, the rose is most frequent, but Dickinson was also fond of humble
plants like dandelions, clover and daisies. She used the latter two as symbols for herself in letters and
poems. “The career of flowers differs from ours only in inaudibleness,” she wrote. “I feel more reverence as
I grow for these mute creatures whose suspense or transport may surpass our own.”
Many of Dickinson’s poems refer directly to the idiosyncrasies of her gardens. She wrote of struggling to
raise grapes and maize “on the Bleakness of my Lot.” These are not just metaphors; the Dickinsons grew
grapes and corn in sometimes unyielding New England soil. In other poems and letters, she refers to “my
little damask maid” and “Sweet Sultans,” which were not servants and royalty, but the intoxicatingly
pungent Damask rose and a pompon-like relative of the sunflower. Scholars who do not share Dickinson’s
intimacy with plants and garden phenomena have occasionally misinterpreted her poems, conflating her
lyrical depictions of frost and dew, or mistaking a butterfly for snow.

Dan Zoto, an
archaeologist, at an
excavation at the former
home of Emily Dickinson
in Amherst, Mass. Credit
F. Timothy Barker/
Archeological Services at
University of

By age 38, Dickinson stopped attending church, in part because she had already found her personal
Eden in her gardens. The resurgence of her garden each spring seemed to have buoyed her belief in the
possibility of eternal life. “Those not live yet / Who doubt to live again—” she wrote seven years before
her death.
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Go Outside
THE LOST GARDENS CONT.
In the following decades, the Homestead’s flower and vegetable gardens were reduced to about a third of
their original size. Last year, however, Dr. Lynch and her fellow archaeologists used long, spiked metal rods
to locate buried sections of a pathway that once connected the east side of the Homestead to the roseentwined summer house and larger 19th-century flower and vegetable beds.
“If we can follow out the historic path to its end, then theoretically we would find the location of past
gardens,” Dr. Lynch said. She and her colleagues plan to excavate nearby regions of the lawn, searching for
indications of old planting beds, like soil that is markedly darker and looser than its surroundings.
“There may even be leftover seeds or other botanical evidence,” Dr. Lynch said. Studies have shown that
some seeds are highly resilient; researchers have been able to coax sprouts from seeds buried for tens of
thousands of years.
And that raises an exciting possibility: that, much like the fascicles of poetry Dickinson secreted away in her
room, organic fragments of the poet’s gardens have survived this whole time, just waiting for someone to
find them and give them new life.

L to R: Kay Irish sporting our Club purple, strategically perched in front of purple irises. NC Opera performing in the
Dwornik-Gervais Garden.
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